Michael Rakowitz: Backstroke of the West
RETURN
In 2006, I opened a storefront on Atlantic Avenue in Brooklyn, one of the
centers of New York’s Arab Community, as part of a project called Return.
The storefront operated from October until the end of December of that
year.
The story begins with my mother’s family, who were forced to leave
Baghdad in 1946, eventually immigrating to New York.
This photo shows my grandfather, Nissim Isaac Daoud bin Aziz, with his
family, so large that they extend beyond the frame provided by the desert
oasis backdrop. This next photo shows my grandfather on the right, his
younger brother Salim on the left.
Beginning in the 1920s, my grandfather owned and operated an importexport company called Davisons & Co. When the family came to New York
in 1946, he reopened the company, and his first parcels were sent between
Iraq and the United States. The company closed in 1963 and my
grandfather died in 1975.
In the fall of 2004, I participated in an exhibition in New York City where
artists were invited to produce site-specific works within local commercial
spaces and storefronts. At the time, I’d been reading media accounts about
the progress one year after “mission accomplished.”
The reports were of course pessimistic, and served to expose the Iraqi
infrastructure that had fallen apart as a result of the war, including that of
shipping and trade. In response, I decided to reopen my grandfather’s
import-export business, however modestly.
I became the new proprietor and created a drop box, pictured here, that
featured the original typeface and layout of my grandfather’s letterhead.
I used the project budget to provide free shipping for Iraqi citizens living in
the US, inviting them to send an object of their choice, free of charge, to
any address in Iraq.
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When I initially proposed Return as a storefront to Creative Time, in
addition to the gesture of shipping items to Iraq, I also wanted to try
importing something clearly labeled “Product of Iraq.”
I had wanted to investigate this new facet since August of 2004, when I
discovered a large red can of date syrup at Sahadi Importing Company, on
Atlantic Avenue in Brooklyn. Sahadi’s was one of the stores my
grandparents frequented when they first arrived in New York.
When I brought the can of date syrup to the cash register, the owner
Charlie Sahadi said, “Your mother’s going to love this. It’s from Baghdad.”
I looked at the label, which was clearly marked “Product of Lebanon.” And
that’s when he told me that the date syrup is processed in the Iraqi capital,
put into large plastic vats, and driven over the border into Syria, where it
gets packed into unmarked aluminum cans. It then crosses the border into
Lebanon, gets a label, and is exported to the rest of the world.
From 1990 until May 2003, this was one method that Iraqi companies used
to circumvent UN sanctions.
When I asked why it was still being practiced in August of 2004, more than
one year after sanctions had been dropped, Charlie replied that prohibitive
customs and security charges were to blame. Importing products directly
from Iraq was just too much of a risk. It would be bad business.
After this impromptu first lesson on importing, I decided to further
investigate the history of Iraqi exports beyond oil.
The date syrup led me to dates, which were legendary in Iraq, renowned as
the best in the world, with a yield of over 600 different varieties.
In the 1970s, Iraq was the world’s chief exporter of dates, and dates
accounted for their second largest economy after oil. At its peak in the mid1970s, the Iraqi date industry listed over 30 million date palms in the
country. By the end of the Iran-Iraq War in 1988, this number had been
halved to about 16 million. At the end of the 2003 invasion, only 3 million
remained.
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Together with Sahadi Fine Foods—whom I was able to get interested in my
“bad business” as “good art”—I signed a deal with an Iraqi company, Al
Farez, to import one ton of Khestawi dates from the city of Hilla. It was the
first such deal in more than 25 years.
Notice the area where it lists me as their client, under the name “Michael
Daoud Rakowitz.” Many companies asked me what my grandfather’s
surname was before he fled Iraq in 1946. I told them it was Daoud. More
than one replied, “Welcome back, Daoud,” and many of them referred to
me by that name instead of Michael.
The dates were to be packed in boxes clearly labeled “Product of Iraq.”
When I told Atheer, the General Manager of Al Farez, that this would be the
first product on US store shelves in over three decades to list Iraq as its
country of origin, I added that if he and his company had anything to say to
the American consumer, they could say it with the design of the box.
And the result was wonderfully crazy: amid all the swaying palm trees and
these bunches of dates that seem to be hovering mysteriously in mid-air,
there’s an art history lesson.
On the top left is a photograph of the Lion of Babylon. The caption reads
simply: “Babylon, Iraq: genuine lion.”
On the lower right, another photo: “Ishtar Gate, reconstructed.” The original
gate was taken by a foreign power, the Germans, in the early 20th century,
and reconstructed brick by brick in the Pergamon Museum in Berlin. The
lion still remains.
On the right flap, they clearly list “Product of Iraq,” and even go so far as to
print the flag.
And they were very excited when the boxes came back from the printer. I
received multiple photos by email showing the box with its cover on a table,
the box with the cover off on another table, the box on a chair, etc. With the
business transaction came communication, and with that communication
came friendship.
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When I first corresponded by email with Atheer, he explained to me that my
fascination with dates must come from my mother’s side of the family, as
it’s said that every Iraqi has a date in their genes. Atheer wrote that in the
first moments of life, it is traditional for parents to place a date in the mouth
of their newborn baby so its first taste of life is sweet.
Partway through our transactions, I learned that Atheer and his family had
had to leave Iraq because it was becoming too dangerous. His wife and
kids had witnessed a man being shot right in front of them while they were
at a restaurant.
Suddenly, the conversations Atheer and I were having became that of two
exiles. He would tell stories of Iraq, of what it looked like, what mann-elsema tasted like, how thick the trunks of the palms get.
At one point he realized how he was speaking, and he sighed: “Do I sound
like your grandfather yet?”
As the dates ripened over a one-month period, the farmer climbed the trees
each day and snapped a photo, and I would get an email with a JPG and a
message like: “Here is how your dates are doing today, okay?”
This particular photo is interesting because it shows all the different
ripening processes at once.
Finally, the farmer sent me photos of the dates being cut down; being
sorted by women on the farm; being placed in their boxes; and the farmer’s
son.
This photo shows one ton of Khestawi dates in a warehouse in Baghdad,
ready to be shipped by truck to Amman, Jordan, where they were
scheduled to arrive by the beginning of October. From Jordan, they were to
receive a direct flight to JFK airport.
This type of freight was prohibitively expensive, but since Return was also
an art project, I had cultural money to work with—the only way to really
make this “business” transaction possible.
The truck traveled along the highway between Baghdad and Amman,
which is the most dangerous road in the country. It waited in a line of cars
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at the border that was reported to be four days long, as hundreds of
thousands of Iraqis tried to flee the worsening sectarian violence.
Having finally reached the checkpoint, the Jordanian border guards
informed the driver that he needed a Radiation Scan Certificate, declaring
the dates free from contamination. This seemed to corroborate the belief
that depleted uranium was used during the war.
The truck returned to Baghdad, got its certificate from the Ministry of
Environment Radiation Protection Center, returned to the border, waited
another few days, and then this time the Jordanians flatly refused the
cargo, claiming it was a security concern.
The poor truck driver then headed north to Syria, drove right through the
border, and dropped off the dates at the airport in Damascus, where the
new plan was to get it on a plane to Egypt, then onward to the US.
The shipment was held for a week, and was then discovered to be so
blistered from three hot weeks in the truck that Al Farez deemed it
unacceptable for export. So the shipment died in Syria.
Meanwhile, the storefront opened in October 2006, while the dates were
wending their way along their impossible journey.
Without any Iraqi dates to sell, I temporarily offered four varieties derived
from Iraqi seed and grown in California, an interesting subplot.
In 1911, Bernard G. Johnson, the “father of the California date industry,”
established a USDA experimental station near Mecca, California, and
planted date seeds acquired from Iraq.
That successful endeavor marked the birth of the industry. Today over a
quarter million trees in the Coachella Valley primarily produce four varieties
native to Iraq: the Barhi, Halawi, Khedrawi, and Zahidi.
Also available in the store were cookies and syrups made from Iraqi dates
but labeled as products of other countries, including the Second House
cans. Customers could buy these products and also learn about their
shipping and packing narratives through wall texts.
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A timeline explaining the history of dates from ancient times through the
present was displayed as a mural in both English and Arabic.
But most importantly, the store and its daily updates were communicated to
customers, many of whom stopped in repeatedly to ask when the Iraqi
dates would arrive.
The dates suddenly became a surrogate, traveling the same path as Iraqi
refugees, who are themselves mostly turned away by Jordan, and who
then try their luck in Syria in an attempt to get to Egypt.
Tragically, many never reach their destination. Initially, my belief was that
the critical moment of the project would be the ability of the imported dates
to interrogate the restrictive laws that inhibit Iraqi items from entering the
US market—seemingly absurd laws when you consider the US
government’s high-profile programs for rebuilding Iraq and rehabilitating its
economy.
In this case, the perceived danger of entry was invested in these sweet
innocuous fruits, otherwise symbols of good things to come.
Here was a fruit that would ask questions of all the US customs officials
who examined it, forcing them to consider their relationship to the word
printed as its country of origin: Iraq.
The dates would serve as a litmus test, amplifying and illuminating the
reasons for these hindrances and delays.
But suddenly, my business was instead illustrating a story that most people
in the States were not hearing, and the store became a place where that
crisis and its affiliated narrative was being disseminated—hardly the
exchange a customer would expect.
Customer reactions were as layered as my gesture of opening the store,
with many speaking from the position of nostalgia and memory, which
always seemed to be a window into the pain or trauma of having to leave
Iraq, or being unable to return.
A man named Shamoon Salih, an Iraqi Jew who left in 1960, came in many
times. “Seeing all this makes me nostalgic, sad, confused, and sick to my
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stomach,” he told me. “When we left things were already bad, but look at
what this country did there. It’s unbelievable, a disaster.”
On another of Shamoon’s visits, I discussed the whereabouts of the dates,
at that point unknown. Shamoon said, “I’d appreciate if you could just hold
on to a handful for me, just a little something for thikra.” Thikra, he
explained, means memory, nostalgia. “It’s for when you are homesick,
when you miss your home.”
The project also functioned as a social platform between customers.
Joseph Elkallassy came into the store because he was interested in
working with an Iraq-based company to import different types of wood or
other materials through his family’s furniture company in Lebanon.
While there, he met Ibrahim from Irbil, Iraq, and Omar, who had come in to
speak with me about the security requirements for preparing an export to
Iraq of white American paint, a much sought-after commodity.
They began speaking among themselves in Arabic and exchanged contact
information, having determined that there might be some business
possibilities between them. The relationship is ongoing.
Another kind of customer interaction occurred when Hana Ali and her
family came to the store to ship boxes of household items and toys to their
relatives in Diwanya.
A cousin there had been taken by a group of men in track suits who said
they were bringing him in for questioning because he had been seen
speaking to American soldiers.
His dead body was found the next morning. People in Diwanya were now
fearful of going out because to go out meant crossing a US checkpoint,
which meant having to talk to an American, which was an unacceptable
risk.
While she and her family were packing up their goods, an American couple
walked in. Hana immediately asked them what they thought of the news,
then current, that Saddam Hussein had been sentenced to death. A
discussion ensued that lasted over an hour.
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There were many other such interactions. So, in this way, the project began
to function as a community space and a social network where my presence
could recede and customers were not reacting to me but rather to each
other; the possibility of their meeting facilitated and choreographed through
the appearance of this strange store.
After the initial shipment of dates met their untimely end in Damascus, AlFarez remained determined to stock my store. Atheer arranged for 10
boxes of dates to be airlifted out of Baghdad direct to New York via DHL
Courier, for a steep price.
The dates ended up being released after three weeks, during which time
the small parcel underwent inspections by Homeland Security, US
Customs and Border Patrol, the USFDA, and the USDA.
Much to the horror of Sahadi’s customs broker, some US Customs agents
determined that the shipment needed to be returned—they believed it was
illegal because we were “at war with Iraq.”
The broker explained to them that we were no longer at war with Iraq but
were in fact supposed to be rebuilding the country. With the dates finally in
the store, I changed the sign to read, “Iraqi Dates Have Arrived.”
Customers flocked, eager to try the much-awaited fruit that had now
interrogated and scandalized every government agency from Baghdad to
Damascus to New York.
A fruit that asked questions. And was astonishingly delicious.
We received four different types: Azraq, Ashrase, Ibraheme, and Kheyara.
Close to 100 customers had pre-ordered individual boxes of dates, orders
of course no longer possible to fulfill.
We limited each purchase to ¼ pound per person. Shamoon returned, for
his taste of thikra. It was very emotional for him.
He slowly put his first date in his mouth, closed his eyes, smiled, and softly
said, “this is 46 years in the making.” He bought much more than the ¼
pound limit.
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When I told Atheer how happy the customers were to finally receive the
dates, he asked me to take pictures of them.
Here they are.
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